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ABSTRACT 
We give sufficient conditions so that the union of a totally real graph M in C’ and tts tangent plane 
at 0 is locally polynomially convex at 0. Some examples of the non locally polynomially convex 
sttuation are also established. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let Y be a compact subset of C” and let Y denote the polynomial hull of Y. i.e. 
p = {z E C" : IQ(z)1 < m;x IQl, for every polynomial Q on C”}. 
We say that Y is polynomially convex if Y = Y. A closed subset Fof C” is called 
locally polynomially convex (LPC) at a E F if there exists r > 0 such that 
B(a, r) n F is polynomially convex. In the case F is a totally real, two dimen- 
sional, C’ submanifold of C’, Fis LPC everywhere [We, Chapter 171. When Fis 
the union of two real planes, a complete answer has been given by Weinstock 
Here we shall study the local polynomial convexity at 0 of a special case of 
the union of two totally real, 2-dimensional submanifolds of C’, Mt and M?. 
with the same tangent space at the origin. Several instances of such a situation, 
motivated by questions of local approximation, were studied by O’Farrell and 
De Paepe [Dl], [D2], [D3], [D4], [DO]. 
Note that any totally real, real-analytic, two dimensional submanifold of C’ 
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can be transformed into {IV = 5) by a local biholomorphic change of variables 
(see e.g. [MW]). thus we choose the following special setting. Let 
(*) M,={(Z..?):ZED}; M,={(Z,F+cp(Z)):IED}, 
where up is a C ’ function in a neigbourhood of 0, denoted as cp E C ’ {0}, verify- 
ing ~(0) = dp/&(O) = $0/Z(O) = 0. 0 ur results will be in terms of ip. 
If we express in this setting the real-analytic case of the results of [DO] and 
LPC at 0 for fome functions ‘p verifying (a) 
with lail > 1~1~ or (b) p(z) = -2izn+mzm+‘+ 
and n is a nonnegative odd integer satisfy- 
ing2m+n > 1. 
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Proposition 2.1, we consider the 
case where p can be represented by a Taylor series and give a sufficient condi- 
tion on the lowest order coefficients of the series so that the union of Mi U AI2 is 
LPC at 0. This in particular generalizes the results mentioned above (in the 
real-analytic case). 
Proposition 2.3 is stated for the slightly more general class of closed sets 
having only a finite number of points lying ‘above’ any point of C x (0); if we 
further assume that these sets are ‘degenerate’ i.e., that there exists a holo- 
morphic polynomial mapping this set onto a ‘thin’ enough set in C, a result of 
Stolzenberg gives sufficient conditions for polynomial convexity. 
We show that some conditions of Proposition 2.1 cannot be dropped in 
Proposition 2.2. The study of this family of simple examples is completed using 
Proposition 2.3. 
2 RESULTS 
We always take the manifolds Mi and M2 of the form (*). We denote, for each 
r > 0, Ml’ := M, n {(z, w) : 121 5 Y}, j = 1,2. 
Proposition 2.1. Suppose that cp is a function of theform 
where IJ E C’ near the origin, m 2 2, g,(z) = O((zl m+ ‘). If there exists 0 5 1 5 
[m/2] such that 
(1) C Iail < la/l. 
I#/ 
then A41 U A42 is LPC at 0. 
Proof. The following result was given in [K] in a slighly more restrictive form, 
see [St, p. 3861 (also [WI) for a proof of the present statement. 
Kallin’s Lemma. If Kand L are twopolynomially convex compact sets in C” and 
if we can find a polynomialp which sends K to the real line and L to a compact set 
meeting the real line only at the origin; iffurthermore p-‘(O) n (KU L) is a 
polynomially convex, then K U L ispolynomially convex. 
It follows from (1) that we can find X E C such that 
(2) lIm(%I > NC laJI. 
I#[ 
We put p(x,y) = XX~-~‘+’ + Ay”-?‘+I. It is clear that p maps M’ to R. Now 
we claim that for r small enough p(M,‘) n R = (0). Indeed, 
Im p(z, _; +cp(z)) =Im (X_-m~2’+‘+X(~+cpl(z))“‘~21+‘)+O(~z(2m~2’+’) 
= Im (A(m - 21+ I)?-“cp’(:)) + O(jzl 2m-“+‘), 
since xz’+“+ + X?-Z’f’ E R. Therefore, 
IImp(z,Z+ cp(z))] 2 (m - 21+ l)]~]~~‘-~’ 
( 
]Im (Aat)l - \X(C [aI\ 
if/ ) 
+ w 2m-3’+‘) > 0 
for any z # 0 in a small enough neighborhood of 0, by (2). 
By Kallin’s Lemma, it suffices to check that the set p-‘(O) n (M; u M,‘) is 
polynomially convex for r small enough. Obviously p-’ (0) n M,' is poly- 
nomially convex for r small enough. On the other hand, from the preceding 
estimate we see that p-‘(O) n 44; = (0) where r is small enough. Thus 
p --’ (0) n (ML U Act;) is polynomially convex for r small enough. q 
Remark. The referee kindly observed to me that Proposition 2.1 is closely re- 
lated to a result of de Paepe [D4, p. 891 where a similar use of Kallin’s Lemma 
was made. 
Our next proposition shows that if we replace the strict inequality in (1) by 
equality or if 1 > m/2 we may get nontrivial hull. As is frequently the case, this 
hull is foliated by one-dimensional analytic varieties, 
Notation. From now on we denote by 7’ the projection on the first coordinate 
axis (7r(z, ~1) = z). 
Proposition 2.2, 
(a) Let cp(z) = 93 + zqZr, where (p, q) are natural numbers. Then M’ U M2 
is LPCat 0 tfandonly if jp - ql 5 1. 
(b) Let cp(z) = zp?J’+’ he w rep> 1. ThenM’ UMzisnotLPCatO. 
Proof (a). For each t > 0, let V, := {(z, w) E C2 : z + w = t}. Put 
Kt := I’, n M, = ((2,~) : 2Re z = t}, and 
L[ := V,r)M2 = {z, z + q(z)) : 2Re z + zpYq + Fpzq = t}. 
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Since I’{ is a graph over C x (01, consider r(K,) n z(L,) = x(& n L,). In polar 
coordinates z = pe’@, the equation zJ’Z4 + ZPZY = 0 reduces to cos( (p - q)B) = 0. 
When lp - q[ > 2 we see that r(K,) n r(L,) has at least 2 points. By the max- 
imum modulus principle, ML u Ml is never polynomially convex for any r 
small enough, because its hull contains an open subset of I’, bounded by a 
closed curve included in Kr u Lt when t is small enough. 
Whenp = q, we conclude from Proposition 2.1 that A.41 U 442 is LPC at 0. The 
case Ip - q) = 1 will be settled after the proof of Proposition 2.3. 
(b). For each t > 0, let IV, = {(z, w) : zw = t}. Consider the sets 
P, := W, n MI = { (2,:) : 1~1 = t ‘I?} and 
Ql := w, n M2 = {(z,s+ P(Z)) : 121 = t’}, 
where t’ is the unique positive solution of the equation t12 + t12p+’ = t. Once 
again from the maximum modulus principle we see that the polynomial convex 
hull of Mi U Adi will contain an open subset of W, bounded by two closed 
curves P, and Ql for any t > 0 small enough and hence Mi U AI2 is not LPC 
at0. 0 
Remarks. (1) We should observe that in case (a) the intersection of Mi and M2 
is rather big (contains real lines). However, in case (b) the intersection reduces 
to the origin. 
(2) One could add to Proposition 2.2(b) the case where cp = azJ’.%p+’ where 
p 2 1 and a is a complex, non-real, number. Then, using the polynomial 
p(x, y) = xy and Kallin’s Lemma we may conclude that Mi U M2 is LPC at 0. 
Thus this example provides a class of functions ‘p to which Proposition 2.1 does 
not apply but the union MI u A42 is still LPC at 0. The author is grateful to the 
referee for this observation. 
To formulate the next result, we need to define the following property, which is 
clearly satisfied by M,’ U A-f;. 
Definition. A compact set K c C2 is light if for every I” E C the set r-‘(z) n K 
is finite. 
Proposition 2.3. A light set K in C2 is polynomially convex if there exists a poly- 
nomial p on C2 satisfying: 
(a) p maps K to a simply connected set y in C with empty interior. 
(b) The set r@-](t) n K) is simply connected with empty interior for every 
t E y. 
If H’(K, Z) = 0 then (a) may be weakened to (a’): ‘y is the boundary of the 
unbounded component of C\y : 
Here 7r is the projection as above, H ‘(K, Z) denotes the first Cech cohomology 
group with integer coefficients of K. 
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Proof. First we prove K is polynomially convex under the hypotheses (a), (b). 
For each point t E y, we let S, :=P-‘(t) n K. 
We claim that S, is polynomially convex for every t E 7. Indeed, from (b) we 
deduce that the set r(S,) is a simply connected compact set with empty interior. 
Hence, by Mergelyan’s theorem (cf. [St], [Cl), P(r(S,)) = C(r(S,)). 
Thus, if S c S, is a set of antisymmetry of P(S,) i.e., if f E P(S,) andfreal on 
Simply thatfis constant on S, then n(S) consists of at most one point. Since K 
is light, S is finite. Thus Bishop’s generalized Stone-Weierstrass theorem [St, p. 
1151, also called Bishop antisymmetry decomposition theorem [G, p. 601 gives 
P(S,) = C(S,). In particular 3, = St, q.e.d. 
Now we are able to prove that K is polynomially convex. Since y is simply- 
connected we have 9 = y and hence 
ycp(@ cp(K)^=+=y. 
Lemma 2.4. ([St, p. 4101, [Sg2]) Let Xbe a compact subset ofC”, p apolynomial, 
R the unbounded component of C\p(X). If < E X?, then p-‘(t) n _$! = 
@ -I (0 n x)“. 
Applying Lemma 2.4 to X = K and t E y, we get 
p-‘(t) nI? = j; = S, =p-‘(t) n K. 
Thus K is polynomially convex. 
It remains to establish the polynomial convexity of K under the hypotheses 
(a’) and (b) when H ’ (K, Z) = 0. As before, S, is polynomially convex for each 
t E Y. 
Lemma 2.5. ([Sgl, p. 2791 or [St, p. 4011). Zf K is a compact set in C” with 
H’(K, Z) = 0, andif there is apolynomialp such thatp(K) n (p(k\K)) = 0 then 
K is polynomially convex. 
Suppose y n (p(k\K)) # 0. Let t E y np(k\K). Lemma 2.4 then gives 
p-l(t) n k = $ = S, =p-‘(t) n K, a contradiction. 0 
End of Proof of Proposition 2.2(a). If lp - q1 = 1, say q -p = 1, consider the 
polynomial p(x? y) = x + y. By using the Proposition 2.3 it is enough to check 
that for r small enough 7r(p -i(t) n (ML U M-J)) is simply-connected with empty 
interior. We have 
~&i(t) n M;) = {: : (z, 5) E M;, Re z = t/2} 
r@-‘(t) n M,‘) = {Z : (z,z+ p(z)) E M{,2Re ~(jzl~~ + 1) = t} 
Clearly these two sets are disjoint for t # 0 and the first set is simply connected 
with empty interior. It remains to check that the other is so. Write z = s + iy, 
then 
2Re _-(/zI’~ + 1) = t ++ 2_u((.u’ +Y*)~ + 1) = t. 
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Thus x can be written as a function of y, hence 7r(p-’ (t) n AI;) is simply-con- 
nected with empty interior. 0 
Finally, we give another application of Proposition 2.3. To simplify notations, 
we define 
~)2(-7)=-_+~+(~+$, pn(z$ll’)=,n+Ivn. 
It is easy to see that +i E C’(R) and @l(O) = 0. 
Corollary 2.6. The union MI u Mz is LPC at 0 ifp is either 
(4 cp(z) = (: + 5)” + i(fjy 0 +I)(=). 
or 
(b) 
where g is a function of class C’ in a neigbourhood of 0 E R and satisfies g(0) = 
$$ (0) = 0, such that either g(x) E Rfbr 1.~1 < r or Im g(x) # 0 for 0 < 1x1 < r, for 
some r > 0. 
Proof (a). Here pi = R and, by the definition of (p, pl(M2) is a smooth 
graph that intersects the real line at a sequence of points tending to the origin. 
So each point of the set pl(M, u Mz) lies in the boundary of the unbounded 
component of the complement of this set. 
Next for each t E pl(M~) Upl(M2) we set S, := p;‘(t) n (MI U M?). It is not 
hard to see that r(S,) is the union of at most three lines parallel to the imagi- 
nary axis. Hence r(S,) is simply connected with empty interior. 
For r small enough, rr restricted to each M/’ is a homeomorphism onto a disk, 
and 7r(M[ n Mi) = {iy : -r 5 J’ 5 r}, hence Mi U Mi is contractible, and its 
cohomology vanishes. So by Proposition 2.3 MI U Mz is LPC at 0. 
(b). From the definition of cp, 
(3) /7&, z + $9(z)) = :‘I + z” + g(z” + 5”). 
Then pn sends M; onto a compact interval yi in R for every r > 0. On the other 
hand, we deduce from the condition imposed on g that for some r small 
enough, pn maps Mi onto y2 which is either a compact interval of R, or an arc 
in C that intersects y I only at the origin. In both cases p maps ML U M,’ onto a 
compact set y in C which is simply connected and has empty interior. 
To show that r(p;’ (t) r3 (M,’ U M;)) is simply connected, consider the 
equation z” + I” = t. In polar coordinates, we have p” cos(n0) = t/2. It is now 
easy to see that r@;‘(t) n ML) is simply connected and has empty interior. 
Next, from (3) we deduce 
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7r(p;‘(t) nM;) = 7&7;‘(t’) n M;), 
where r’ + g(t’) = t. Thus r@;‘(r) n M;) is simply connected and 7r(p;* (f) n 
(M{ U M;)), being again the union of a disjoint family of simple arcs, is simply 
connected, without interior. Cl 
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